
Focus on 
Religious Education



Intent: Enjoy – Enquire - Excel

We aim to: 

• Develop a love and enjoyment of Religious Education

• Build knowledge through a broad, vocabulary-rich curriculum, with a skills-based focus that 
encourages practical opportunities and encourages the children to enquire

• The curriculum is designed to include content that helps pupils to reflect upon and develop 
their own beliefs and values.  Lessons provoke challenging questions about the meaning 
and purpose of life, beliefs, the self, and issues of right and wrong, commitment and 
belonging

• Offer high quality teaching with high expectations for all

• Relate Religious Education to everyday life and maximise opportunities for it in our 
environment (inside and out)

• We give children a firm foundation on which they can build at secondary school

• Offer visits and visitors to further champion the subject, develop wider interests.



Implementation: How? (organisation)

• RE is taught explicitly, although may make relevant links with the creative 
curriculum 

• We follow the Gloucestershire agreed syllabus.  Units have been divided 
between year groups to show progression across the Key Stages. 

• We aim to teach an RE lesson weekly, although we value RE days and 
blocking lessons where appropriate.

• Our curriculum is based on our values: Enjoy - Enquire - Excel



Religions Studied

Reception Children will encounter Christianity and other faiths, 
as part of their growing sense of self, their own 
community and their place within it.

Key Stage 1 Christians, Jews and Muslims.

Key Stage 2 Christians, Muslims, Hindus and Jews.



Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

R F4 Being special; where do we 
belong?

F2 Why is Christmas special for 
Christians?

F1  Why is the word ‘God’ so 
important to Christians?

F3 Why is Easter special to 
Christians?

F6  What times/ stories are special 
and why?

F5  What places are special and 
why?

Year 1 1.10  What does it mean to 
belong to a faith community?

1.1  What do Christians believe 
God is like?

1.7  Who is Jewish and how do 
they live?

1.7  Who is Jewish and how do they 
live?

1.9 How should we care for the world 
and for others, and why does it 
matter?

1.2 Who do Christians say made the 
world?

Year 2 1.6 Who is a Muslim and how do 
they live?

1.3 Why does Christmas matter 
to Christians?

1.6  Who is a Muslim and how do 
they live? Part 2

1.5 Why does Easter matter to 
Christians?

1.4  What is the ‘good news’ 
Christians believe Jesus brings?

1.8  What makes some places sacred 
to believers?

Year 3 L2.1 What do Christians learn 
from the Creation story?

L2.2  What is it like for someone 
to follow God?

L2.9  How do festivals and 
worship show what matters to a 
Muslim?

L2.10  How do festivals and family life 
show what matters to Jewish people?

L2.4  What kind of world did Jesus 
want?

L2.12  How and why do people try to 
make the world a better place?

Year 4 L2.7 What do Hindus believe 
God is like?

L2.3 What is the ‘Trinity’ and 
why is it important for 
Christians?

L2.8  What does it mean to be a 
Hindu in Britain today?

L2.5  Why do Christians call the day 
Jesus died ‘Good Friday’?

L2.6  For Christians. When Jesus 
left, what was the impact of 
Pentecost?

L2.11  How and why do people mark 
the significant events of life?

Year 5 U2.1  What does it mean if 
Christians believe God is holy 
and loving?

U2.8  What does it mean to be a 
Muslim in Britain today?

U2.3  Why do Christians believe 
Jesus was the ‘Messiah’?

U2.9  Why is the Torah so important 
to Jewish people?

U2.4  Christians and how to live: 
‘What would Jesus do?’

U2.10  What matters most to 
Humanists and Christians?

Year 6 U2.2  Creation and science: 
conflicting or complementary?

U2.11  Why do some people 
believe in God and some people 
not?

U2.7  Why do some Hindus want 
to be good?

U2.5  What do Christians believe 
Jesus did to ‘save’ people?

U2.6  For Christians, what kind of 
king is Jesus?

U2.12  How does faith help people 
when life gets hard?



KS1 LKS2 UKS2
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Children begin to recall and name different beliefs 
and main festivals associated with religions. 
Children can recognise different religious 
symbols, their relevance for individuals and how 
they feature in festivals.

Children can:

a. describe the main beliefs of a religion;

b. describe the main festivals of a religion.

Children can make sense of and describe the key beliefs and 
teachings of the religions studied, making some comparisons 
between religions. Children expand on their knowledge of 
world religions from KS1.

Children can:

a. describe the key teachings and beliefs of a religion;

b. begin to compare the main festivals of world religions;
refer to religious figures and holy books.

Children can explain how beliefs and teachings can make 
contributions to the lives of individuals and communities. 
Children can compare the key beliefs and teachings of various 
religions, using appropriate language and vocabulary and 
demonstrating respect and tolerance.

Children can:

a. recognise and explain how some teachings and beliefs are 
shared between religions;

b. explain how religious beliefs can shape the lives of individuals 
and contribute to society.
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Children begin to explore daily practices and rituals 
of religions, identifying religious practices and 
recognising that some are featured in more than 
one religion. Children begin to reflect on their own 
experiences of attending ceremonies.

Children can:

a. recognise, name and describe religious 
artefacts, places and practices;

b. explain religious rituals and ceremonies and 
the meaning of them, including their own 
experiences of them;

c. observe when practices and rituals are 
featured in more than one religion or 
lifestyle.

Moving on from KS1, children look at the concepts of 
belonging, identity and meaning. Children understand what 
belonging to a religion might look like, through practices and 
rituals, and what it might involve. Children begin to discuss 
and present thoughtfully their own and others’ views. 
Children also explore pilgrimages as a part of a religious life.

Children can:

a. identify religious artefacts and how they are involved 
in daily practices and rituals;

b. describe religious buildings and how they are used;

c. explain religious ceremonies and rituals and their 
importance for people’s lives and sense ofbelonging.

Children look further at the concepts of belonging, identity and 
meaning. They understand how certain features of religion make 
a difference to individuals and communities. Children also 
explore the rituals and ceremonies which mark important points 
in life. Moving on from LKS2, children will have the opportunity 
to explore non-religious ways of life.

Children can:

a. explain practices and lifestyles associated with belonging to a 
faith;

b. explain practices and lifestyles associated with belonging to a 
non-religious community;

c. compare lifestyles of different faiths and give reasons why 
some people within the same faith choose to adopt different
lifestyles;

d. show an understanding of the role of a spiritual leader.
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Children explore a range of sources of wisdom 
and the traditions from which they come. They 
can suggest some meanings to religious stories. 
Children begin to recognise different symbols 
and how they express a community’s way of life.

Children can:

a. name religious symbols and the meaning of
them;

b. learn the name of important religious stories;

c. retell religious stories and suggest meanings in 
thestory.

Children explore the expression of beliefs through books, 
scriptures, art and other important means of 
communication. Children then move on to exploring a 
range of beliefs, symbols and actions to express meaning. 
Children can explain the meaning of religious stories and 
sources of wisdom and the traditions from which they 
come.

Children can:

a. begin to identify religious symbolism in different forms 
of art and communication;

b. looking at holy texts and stories, explain meaning in 
a story;

Children continue to explore the expression of beliefs through 
books, scriptures, art and any other important means of 
communication, as in LKS2. Children then move on to exploring a 
range of beliefs, symbols and actions so they can understand 
different ways of life and expressing meaning. Children can 
explain meaning of religious stories, sources of wisdom and the 
traditions from which they come.

Children can:

a. explore religious symbolism in literature and the arts;

b. explain some of the different ways individuals show their 
beliefs;
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Children look at how an appreciation of religion plays an 

important role in the lives of some people. They make links to 

expressing identity and belonging and what is important to 

them.

Children can:

a. identify things that are important in their lives;

b. ask questions about the puzzling aspects of life;

c. understand that there are similarities and differences 

between people.

Children further explore how an appreciation of religion 

plays an important role in the lives of some people. They 

make links to expressing identity and belonging, including 

links to communities they may belong to. They notice and 

respond sensitively to different views.

Children can:

a. understand that personal experiences and feelings can 

influence their attitudes and actions;

b. offer suggestions about why religious and non-religious 

leaders and followers have acted the way they have;

c. ask questions that have no agreed answers, and offer 

suggestions as answers to those questions;

d. understand that there are similarities and differences 

between people and respect those differences.

Children continue to develop their understanding how an 

appreciation of religion plays an important role in the lives 

of some people. They make links to expressing identity and 

belonging, and notice and respond sensitively to different 

views. Children can then discuss and apply their own and 

others’ ideas about ethical questions, including ideas about 

what is right and wrong and what is just and fair.

Children can:

a. recognise and express feelings about their identities 

and beliefs;

b. explain their own opinions about tricky concepts and 

tricky questions that have no universally agreed 

answers;

c. explain why their answers may be different from 

someone else’s and respond sensitively.
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Children look at and appreciate how many people’s values are an 

important aspect of their lives. Children look at religious stories 

to understand actions and consequences. Children begin to 

make connections to their own lives, looking at their own 

actions and consequences and choices they can make.

Children can:

a. look at how values affect a community and individuals;

b. explain how actions can affect other people;

c. understand that they have their own choices to make and 

begin to understand the concept of morals.

Children develop their appreciation of the ways in which 

people’s values are an important aspect of their lives. They 

make links to responsibility and citizenship and choices 

they make affecting their lives. Children begin to 

understand the concept of shared values and how a 

community can use shared values.

Children can:

a. make informed choices and understand the 

consequences of choices;

b. describe how shared values in a community can affect 

behaviour and outcomes;

c. discuss and give opinions on morals and values, 

including their own.

Children continue to develop their appreciation of the 

ways in which people’s values are an important aspect of 

their lives. They make links to responsibility and 

citizenship.

Children begin to understand the concept of shared 

values and how a community can use shared values. 

Moving on from their previous learning, children begin to 

strengthen their capacity for moral judgements.

Children can:

a. explain why individuals and communities may have 

similar and differing values;

b. show an awareness of morals, question morals and 

demonstrate an ability to make choices, understanding 

the consequences;

c. express their own values while respecting the values of 

others.

KS1 LKS2 UKS2



Resources

Christianity



Resources

Islam



IMPACT - evidence

At Glenfall, we have enquiring, motivated, resilient learners, 
who speak of their love of RE, with enthusiasm, the majority 
of which reach ARE.

RE lessons involve discussions in a safe environment where 
children can explore beliefs and develop respect for others, 
including people with different faiths and beliefs. Lessons 
are rich in vocabulary.

Visits and visitors inspire children with Religious Education.



Trips/Visitors

Year 2 visit Gloucester Cathedral

Year 4  visitor -Hindu 

Year 5 visitor- Humanist 

KS2 visit Holy Apostles at Christmas

Assemblies:    Open the Book - every fortnight. Children are fully 

involved in acting out parts of Bible stories.



Y2 Trip to Gloucester Cathedral



Y4 Hinduism 



Assemblies- Open the Book 



How we promote spiritual, moral, social and 
cultural development in RE 

Promote Self awareness 
Pupil conferencing: ‘I don’t believe in the Creation story.  That’s 

okay though as we all have different beliefs.’ 

Collaboration:
Lessons involve circle time communication for debate.  Year 2 

lesson related to the story ’Mahammad and the Cat’. 

Question for debate ‘Should Mahammad have cut his cloak?  

Justify your reason.

In the classroom:
Reception- use of puppets or toys to explore their sense 

of moral connection with others.

Moral diversity:
Y3 lesson observation-Making links between the story 

of Noah’s Ark and the idea of covenant. Discussions and 

debates related to children's opinions to the way God 

acted.

Spiritual

Moral

Role models: 
Teachers model behaviours expected from children 

and we explore role models such as the famous 

Desmond Tutu.

Social

Own Culture: Visitors talk to children about their own 

culture (Y2 Islam links). Explore food, festivals, music, dance 

and architecture and other forms of religious and cultural 

expressions.   Children who being to a particular cultural 

group is encouraged to share their experiences in class 

discussions.

Wider Culture: 

Children are encouraged to participate in classroom and 

whole school events such as art, music and drama.

Cultural 
(Home and 
national)



It’s like you’re playing, but 
learning at the same time. 
(Related to drama).

The RE co-ordinator completes a MER cycle annually, 
reporting to SMT and the RE governor.

Pupil Voice:

I loved it in Year 4 when 
Mrs Patel brought food 

in for us to try for 
Diwali!

I like learning about 
buildings we know, like 

Westminster Abbey.

I like finding out how Muslims 

look after the Qur’an.

I know lots about Hindus. 
I know more about other religions now-

Christianity, 
Buddhism, Judaism

and Islam. 

I know I’m getting better at RE
because I have 

better comments 
in my books.


